CasoLine quick-lock grid systems
CasoLine quick-lock T15 grid

Ideally suited for Gyprex SATINSPAR, BIO, Gyptone A & E15 edge tiles to provide a stable square lay-in suspended tile ceiling solution.

Grid component colour: Snow white (RAL 9016).
Perfect choice for use with Gyprex SATINSPAR, BIO and Gyptone A edge tiles to provide a high quality stable square lay-in grid suspended tile ceiling system.

Grid component colour: Snow white (RAL 9016).
CasoLine quick-lock
Plank

The ideal solution for corridors where a quick to install system is required that allows easy access into the plenum. For use with Gyptone ceiling plank systems available in widths of 1800mm, 2100mm and 2400mm.

Grid component colour: Snow white (RAL 9016).

CasoLine quick-lock island / raft solution

A modular free hanging ceiling island / raft solution which can be configured for use with Gyprex and Gyptone tiles.

Island / Raft Component colour: Snow white (RAL 9016).

NB: The open plenum nature of an island/raft installation means that each configuration will potentially provide a different set of acoustic performance properties. Accordingly, please consult with an Acoustic Consultant for specific guidance on acoustic performance. The tile system selected will impact on acoustic performance.
The perfect solution where a concealed grid solution is preferred. The grid is hidden behind the tile finish for use with the Gyptone D1 tile system.

Grid component colour: Snow white (RAL 9016).

Full access to plenum can be gained by moving a maximum of two tiles. Acoustic performance will be in line with the chosen Gyptone D1 tile selected.